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Post- Covid economic challenges and environmental regulation

Kanchi Kohli and Manju Menon

Abstract: This paper outlines and analyses the slew of environmental regulatory changes introduced by the Indian government during the covid pandemic. The paper introduces the main environmental regulations and how their legal and policy standards have been lowered by successive governments in the name of national development and economic growth. It then outlines the regulatory changes undertaken by the government during the pandemic. The government engaged in extensive and frequent regulatory changes to accommodate the Covid protocols of social distancing. But more importantly, these changes were meant to create incentives for economic recovery at the cost of greater environmental and livelihood damage and destruction. The paper concludes by suggesting some steps based on the long-term experiences of environmental regulation for a post-Covid future.
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Introduction

The spread of the Covid-19 pandemic globally is an unprecedented experience in our lives. It ripped through entire populations causing large numbers of deaths and prolonged illnesses. The environmental causes and consequences of the pandemic have been a subject of discussion during this period. Research studies have found correlations between biodiversity loss and new diseases (Tollefson, 2020). Experts have stated that we have been risking virus attacks due to human activities affecting nature at a massive scale. Agriculture, deforestation and other industrial activities have increased animal-human contact resulting in the growth of zoonoses (Jameel, 2020). Researchers also found that the most polluted places had the highest number and most severe cases of Covid-19 (Jefferson, 2020). These studies show that industrial scale land use change is responsible for climate change, environmental degradation and pandemics.

The state management of the pandemic impacts in India laid bare the long-term failures of governmental institutions to protect citizens and provide for their needs, especially the vulnerable sections of society that are also the largest sections of our population like rural households and informal migrant workers in cities. The lockdown as a primary means of controlling the spread of the Covid pandemic has affected the economy deeply. At the same time the lockdown

1 The authors are with the Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi.
2 Tollefson, Jeff. 2020. Why deforestation and extinctions make pandemics more likely accessed from https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02341-1 on January 9, 2022
also provided a surreal experience of pollution free environment in several parts of the world, especially urban areas. The shutdown of global economic production and movement of goods and people resulted in the highest ever fall in carbon emissions.

These experiences and discussions during the first wave, provoked the question of whether a post-Covid green future was possible. As philosopher Bruno Latour notes, the pandemic showed the world that we could finally imagine something being more important than the global economy. He said that the pandemic made us question what was necessary and what was possible. According to Latour, “The pandemic has shown us the economy is a very narrow and limited way of organising life and deciding who is important and who is not important.” (Watts, 2020) These reflections were in line with the long-standing work of heterodox economists who have been working to convince governments to reorganize the economy and development sectors within the limits of environmental and planetary well-being (Wittenberg-Cox, 2020; Boehnert, 2018).

India’s environmental regulations are understood to be the only firewall between ecologically important land and waterscapes and aggressive policies for economic growth. The regulatory procedures that are to be followed by infrastructure and industrial projects involve scientific assessments and public participation. This paper outlines and analyses the slew of environmental regulatory changes introduced by the Indian Central government during the Covid pandemic. The first section of the paper introduces the main environmental regulations and how their legal and policy standards have been lowered by successive governments in the name of national development and economic growth. Section 2 outlines the regulatory changes undertaken by the Central government during the pandemic. The government engaged in extensive and frequent regulatory changes to accommodate the Covid protocols of social distancing. But more importantly, these changes were meant to create incentives for economic recovery at the cost of greater environmental damage and destruction. Section 3 suggests some lessons and steps based on the long-term experiences of environmental regulation for a post-Covid future.

Section 1: Environment regulation of economic development in India

Environment regulation in India is a shared responsibility of Central and State governments. This shared jurisdiction is framed and operationalized by web of laws that are enforced through expert regulatory institutions. At the national level, the ministry upholding the mandate to protect India’s environment is the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change, established in

---

1985. The ministry’s website lays out its five-point objective as “Conservation and survey of flora, fauna, forests and wildlife; Prevention and control of pollution; Afforestation and regeneration of degraded areas; Protection of the environment and Ensuring the welfare of animals”.

The legal and regulatory measures for environmental protection have evolved since the 1970s. They have been prompted by India’s commitments to international treaties, the state of environmental degradation or industrial accidents. Post-1990s, legal and regulatory frameworks have been introduced to mediate environmental protection, natural resource use and neoliberal, private sector led economic development. This was justified in the light of:

• The increased demand for land and water resources for growing sectors such as power, mining, roads, industries, ports and commercial forestry that were seen to contribute to India’s GDP.

• The conversion of forests, coasts, wetlands and rivers to fulfill economic demands would necessarily cause pollution, ecological degradation and social impacts such as displacement and livelihood loss.

• International commitments to include public participation and grievance redressal protocols as part of environmental regulations.

Therefore, procedures for information disclosure, impact assessments, project approval protocols, public hearings, compensatory and offset schemes were introduced to the environmental decision-making framework. These were meant to act as a firewall between the economic priorities and environmental damage. Industrial, infrastructure and extractive projects were to be approved only after their potential environmental impacts were assessed and legally mandated mitigation measures were recommended. Some laws also required taking the view of project affected people through public hearings before final decisions were taken by expert technical bodies. Over the years, the past environmental performance of a project also needed to be disclosed while seeking approval for expansion.8

Four legal processes form the fulcrum of the central government’s decision making for the conversion of natural resources for economic development. These are popularly known as Environment Clearance, Forest Clearance, Wildlife Clearance and Pollution Consents. These processes draw their mandate from Acts and Rules and are enforced through a series of executive orders, circulars and notifications which regularly alter the scope of their influence. (See Table 1)

---

8 MoEFCC Circular No. J-11013/6/2010-1A.II (Part) regarding Environmental Clearance to the expansion projects / activities under the EIA Notification, 2006 - Certified Compliance Report regarding dated 7 September 2017
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment Clearance</th>
<th>Forest Clearance</th>
<th>Wildlife Clearance</th>
<th>Pollution Consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective</strong></td>
<td>Prior Assessment and scrutiny of environment impacts of certain industrial, infrastructure projects</td>
<td>Forest Conservation by regulating conversion of forests for non-forest use.</td>
<td>Conservation of wildlife by creation of Protected Areas (PAs); Prevention of damage to wild life and its habitat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regulatory Institutions</strong></td>
<td>Central level: MoEFCC and Expert Appraisal Committees (EACs) State level: State Environment Impact Assessment Authorities (SEIAA) and State EACs Regional Level: Regional Offices of MoEFCC</td>
<td>Central level: Forest Advisory Committee (FAC) Regional level: Regional Empowered Committees (REC) Regional Offices of MoEFCC</td>
<td>Central level: National Board for Wild Life (NBWLC) and its Standing Committee, State Level: State Board for Wild Life (SBWLC), Wildlife Division of State Forest Departments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Participation</strong></td>
<td>Yes, through public hearing and written comments</td>
<td>Consent of Gram Sabha (Village Assembly) for forest diversion</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offset and Mitigation Measures</strong></td>
<td>Conditions for mitigating and managing specific impacts</td>
<td>Compensatory afforestation against felling of trees; payment of NPV value against loss of forests; Conditions to prevent encroachment and damage</td>
<td>Conditions and mitigation measures to avert damage to wildlife and its habitats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors*
These laws are meant to govern the environmental impacts of mainstream economic sectors. This puts the environment ministry in a position to determine tradeoffs between the protection of the environment and allowing for its damage to enable economic growth. This is a major responsibility and the Ministry’s role has not been without controversy. While social movements and environmental organisations have called out the economic bias of the environment ministry\(^9\) \(^10\), industry associations have sought greater leniency in regulatory procedures. Successive governments have relied on high level committee reports calling these regulatory procedures as roadblocks and causing delays in investments.\(^11\) In its approach for process related reforms, the National Environment Policy, 2006 recorded that “The recommendations of the (The Govindarajan Committee) which identified delays in environment and forest clearances as the largest source of delays in in development projects, will be followed for reviewing the existing procedures for granting clearances and other approvals under various statutes and rules.”\(^12\) This issue of environmental procedures delaying economic projects re-emerged before the 2014 general elections with manifestoes of leading political parties assuring policy reforms including for “ease of doing business”.

In 2014, when the new National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government led by the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) came to power the regulatory firewall was already considerably thin. Several exemptions from and exceptions to the approval processes were already in place\(^13\) \(^14\) and there existed a feeble monitoring protocol\(^15\) \(^16\) to ensure compliance with environmental safeguards. Within months, the incumbent government set in place two high level committees\(^17\) to recommend changes to all major environmental laws except the Wild Life Protection Act. These committees presented proposals and recommendations for lowering the standards for environmental scrutiny in several ways. They emphasised on the enforcement of environmental safeguards through the principle of “utmost good faith”, i.e. a belief in the inherent goodness of project authorities to abide by the law and that in case of a breach, the violator could be penalised through monetary fines.

\(^12\) Ministry of Environment and Forests, National Environment Policy, 2006, Government of India, New Delhi
\(^17\) Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change Office Memorandum (OM) No. 22-15/2014-IA.III dated 29th August, 2014
This new phase of environment regulation also focused on regularizing projects operating in violation of prior environmental approvals. In 2017, the Union Environment Ministry rolled out an amnesty scheme for all projects operating in violation of the environment and forest approvals. This resulted in a process set up to review over three thousand proposals and regularize their operations. A special expert committee was set up to review proposals, and regularize their operations through a payment of compensation and additional environment management measures. This process, which was to be a one-time measure with a six month window, became a routine affair within the ministry. It has continued to be in operation till June 2021. Even though this process was in existence for three years prior to the Covid-19, it became a flashpoint when three massive industrial accidents took place in April and May 2020, at projects operating without environment approvals (Nandi, 2020a). There was massive public outcry when a draft notification proposed amendments to the environment clearance process which included the regularization of violations.  

Section 2: Changes to environmental regulation during Covid-19

The nation-wide lockdown was announced on March 23, 2020 with the justification that National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) was “satisfied that the country is threatened with the spread of COVID-19 epidemic.” The lockdown meant:

- All state and regional institutions regulating environmental impacts or engaged in forest, wildlife management officially stopped operations as government offices including social justice departments were allowed to function with “bare minimum staff”  
- All Courts, the National Green Tribunal, State-Level Pollution Appellate Authorities announced adjournment and postponement of hearings. 
- Meetings of Expert committees looking at environmental approvals and project violations were deferred for at least ten days (Press Trust of India, 2020a) and then set up as virtual meetings. 
- Central Pollution Control Board issued various guidelines including those for “Handling, Treatment and Disposal of Waste Generated during Treatment/Diagnosis/Quarantine of Covid-19 Patients”. These guidelines were sent to all SPCBs.

---

18 Nandi, Jayashree. 2020a. Vizag polymer unit didn’t have environmental nod, accessed from https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/vizag-polymer-unit-didn-t-have-environmental-nod/story-CSMrE8I36C3kS5TR2TvCDM.html on January 9, 2022
22 Addendum to Guidelines annexed to the Ministry of Home Affairs Order No. 40-3/2020-DM-I(A) dated March 24, 2020
23 NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL PRINCIPAL BENCH Circular dated March 31, 2020
Within four days of the first national lockdown in the first wave, offices of the forest department particularly required for wildlife patrolling, managing forest fires and plantations, were included in the essential services exemptions. However, wildlife conservation organisations reported that poaching and illegal wildlife trade doubled between March-June 2020 (Traffic, 2020).

Even as environmental institutions were non-functional and grievance redressal mechanisms were closed, “manufacturing of drugs, pharmaceutical, medical devices, their raw material & intermediates” and “coal and mineral production, transportation, supply of explosives and activities incidental to mining operations”, power plants and ports were allowed to function as “essential services” during the lockdown. Public and private sector companies were required to follow Covid-appropriate protocol (Ministry of Coal, 2020). But the compliance with the same could not be monitored and the Covid-19 challenged district administration was stretched beyond capacity to enforce the norms. There was no regulatory oversight available to adhere to project-level environmental conditions and parameters (Kohli et al, 2020). Reports from different parts of the country linked this lack of institutional oversight to violations of environmental safeguards and increased health risks including to the Covid-19 pandemic (Krishna Chaitanya, 2020).

The response to this chaos caused by unregulated industrial activity differed from State to State. In the first few phases of the lockdown, State governments did not have flexibility to design Covid-19 protocols that were different from those prescribed by the Central government. So there were no directions to resume the functions of environmental institutions, especially in areas where large-scale industrial operations and mineral extraction transportation were being carried out undeterred. Some State -level politicians and the State governments took notice of news reports and directed that special care be taken to curtail violations and not increase risks (Press Trust of India, 2020b). In effect there was a complete breakdown of the limited regulatory architecture entrusted with the responsibility of monitoring the compliance with environmental safeguards.

Lowered legal standards for project approvals

Immediately after the announcement of the March 2020 lockdown, India’s environment regulatory framework was ostensibly adapted to Covid-19 restrictions and protocols. But in effect, a number of substantive and procedural changes were made that lowered the already weak legal standards and procedures for project approvals. Some immediate changes were:

- **EXEMPTION FROM ENVIRONMENTAL APPROVALS:** On March 27, the environment ministry recategorized “Projects or activities in respect of bulk drugs and intermediates manufactured for addressing ailments such as Novel Corona Virus (COVID-19) and those with similar symptoms”. This allowed the environment ministry to grant quick approvals to these projects without environment impact assessments or public hearings.

- **VIRTUAL APPRAISALS AND APPROVALS:** Expert and Advisory committees tasked with scrutinizing environment, forests and wildlife-related approvals started meeting virtually to review projects. Some of these meetings lasted only ten minutes and others went up to five hours. However, approvals were granted to several high profile and controversial projects including for the construction of the new Parliament building in New Delhi, new hydro power projects in North East India (Nandi, 2020b) and the Statue of Unity in Gujarat (Gokhale, 2020). None of these activities were in the MHA’s list of essential services (Nandi, 2020c). An office memorandum was issued in November 2020, emphasized that EAC meetings should be held twice a month to avoid any delays in approvals. In April 2020 the Standing Committee of the National Board for Wild Life (NBWL) approved infrastructure projects that could affect wildlife habitats, through its “first ever video-conferencing meet” (Koshy, 2021).

---

30 The meeting agenda and minutes recorded, “meeting of the Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC) for coal mining projects was held on 17th April, 2020 through video conferencing with support NIC team due to Covid-19 lockdown.”


32 Nandi, Jayashree. 2020b. 2.7 lakh trees to be felled for hydropower project in Arunachal’s Dibang Valley, accessed from [https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/2-7-lakh-trees-to-be-felled-for-hydropower-project-in-arunachal-s-dibang-valley/story-i0GVuHt8nHF4JbxeM4birM.html](https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/2-7-lakh-trees-to-be-felled-for-hydropower-project-in-arunachal-s-dibang-valley/story-i0GVuHt8nHF4JbxeM4birM.html) on January 9, 2022


35 Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change Office Memorandum F. No. 22-35/2020-IA.III dated November 18, 2020

Table 2: Number of expert or advisory committee virtual meetings between November 2018 - February 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Environment Clearance (EACs)</th>
<th>Forest Clearance (FAC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment Clearance (EACs)</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

Table 3: Number of expert or advisory committee virtual meetings between March 2020 - June 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Environment Clearance (EACs)</th>
<th>Forest Clearance (FAC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment Clearance (EACs)</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

- EXTENSION OF POLLUTION CONSENTS AND ENVIRONMENT CLEARANCES: State Pollution Control Boards gave three-month extensions to the “Consent to Operate” to all industries, irrespective of whether they were in Ministry of Home Affairs’ list of essential services. The reasons included the need to allow for uninterrupted operations and inability to “process some applications for renewal.” 37 The Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEFCC) also issued an Office Memorandum (OM) to extend the validity of ECs expiring between March 15 2020 and April 30 April, 2020 till June 30, 2020.38 This Office Memorandum specifically cited “the outbreak of Corona Virus (COVID-19) and subsequent lockout declared” as its justification.

- CANCELLATION OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND VIRTUAL PUBLIC HEARINGS: Several State Pollution Control Boards entrusted with the task to conduct public hearings as part of the environment clearance process, postponed or cancelled them citing Covid-19 reasons. Applications for these projects could not be scrutinized under the EIA notification, 2006 until these hearings were conducted. In response, there were demands from project proponents that these public hearings be conducted through virtual mode 39(Press Trust of India, 2021). Project-affected communities and environmental groups objected to this and protested

37 State Pollution Control, Odisha Office Order No. 4029/IND-I-CON(M)1377 dated March 31 2020
38 Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change Office Memorandum F.No. 22-25/2020-IA.III dated March 25, 2020
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(Nandi, 2020d) and initiated litigation (Plumber, 2020) challenging the public hearings held during the Covid-19 pandemic and the holding of virtual public hearings as they were not effective to ensure public participation.

The environment ministry issued executive orders that allowed for the virtual implementation of regulatory procedures like expert committee meetings and public hearings in a manner that did not have meaningful use. These clarifications or legal changes were issued on a monthly basis either through OMs, executive orders or through amendments of Environment Protection Rules. In all cases these amendments were given effect by exercising legal clauses that allow dispensing the requirement of public comments citing “public interest”.

During this time the environment ministry gave environment clearances to hundreds of projects, and approved forest diversion proposals of vast areas. Independent studies have pointed to the scale and impact of these approvals both on forest rights and wildlife protection (Pinjarkar, 2021, Sharma, 2021). During the lockdown, expert committees recommended approvals to 120 projects, a quarter of which were located in Constitutionally recognized Fifth Schedule areas where Adivasi communities reside. Another study shows that in 2020, the wildlife board approved the use of 1792 hectares of wildlife habitat for 48 projects, most of which were for linear projects like roads and transmission lines. (Mohan, 2021).

While the Central government paid so much attention to granting project clearances through the Covid lockdown even to non essential projects and activities, three accidents within the first three months of the Covid lockdown highlighted the effects of this weakened environmental regulatory architecture.

On April 10, the dyke of a coal ash pond of the Sasan Ultra Mega Power Project in Singrauli, Madhya Pradesh, collapsed. This plant is considered to be one of the largest integrated power projects in the world. This collapse swept away six people, two of whom were reported to be

42 These amendments cite “the Central Government, under sub-rule (4) of rule 5 of the Environment (Protection) Rules,1986, in public interest dispenses with the requirement of notice under clause (a) of sub-rule (3) of rule 5 of the said rules” to allow for the amendments to be issued without prior notice and seeking public comments.
dead. The slurry from the ash pond contaminated nearby agricultural fields. (Menon et al, 2020) 47. Local villagers had complained that the plant was operating without adherence to pollution control and dyke maintenance procedures. The district administration had routinely issued notices against non-compliance but the project operations and pollution control consent had neither been suspended or revoked. In its letter and notice dated April 13, the Madhya Pradesh pollution control board observed that the breach had occurred due to uncontrolled discharge without adhering to the safeguard conditions listed in the pollution consent (Dutta, 2020) 48.

In the early morning hours of May 7, 2020, villagers living around the LG Polymers industrial plant in Vishakhapatnam smelt a toxic gas leak. Inhaling colourless and inflammable styrene monomer gas allegedly led to the death of 12 people and over 50 people were hospitalized. News reports indicate that “over 2000 people were evacuated between 5 a.m. and 9 a.m”. The joint committee of the National Green Tribunal (NGT) observed that the leak could have been a result of faults caused while the plant was shut during the nationwide lockdown and a chemical reaction that would have occurred in the storage tank when the operations restarted (Bhattacharjee, 2020) 49. The investigations also brought to light that the plant had expanded its operations without seeking mandatory environment clearance. The Company had admitted to the same in its application while seeking post facto regularization of the violation. The decision on this was pending when the gas leak took place. Neither the state regulatory authority nor the MoEFCC had restrained its expanded operations, till the breach took place.

On May 27, an oil well belonging to Oil India Limited (OIL) blew out in a small village near Dibru Saikhowa National Park and the Maguri Motapung beel in Tinsukia, Assam. Soon after on June 9, a fire broke out at the oil well risking lives of the surrounding villages and threatening the biodiversity of the Dibru-Saikhowa National Park (Madhusudhan and Bindra, 2020) 50. This incident brought to light that in 2016, OIL had requested for an exemption from conducting a public hearing for further exploration of hydrocarbons in the National Park. The reason cited for this request was conflicts with the local population. This environment ministry’s expert committee permitted OIL this request stating that OIL had held a hearing for setting up one of its oil wells five years ago, and therefore the concerns of the local population are on record (Kalita, 2020) 51. After this explosion, two erstwhile members of the standing committee of the NBWL disclosed that during their site visit to assess the OIL’s proposal for laying a crude oil pipeline

they found that the company had “already completed most of the pipeline-laying work, leaving only a small unfinished stretch across the Dibru river and Maguri beel.”. In their article in The Wire the two members stated they had reported the matter to the environment ministry and sought that this be reported to the Supreme Court. They wrote, “the NBWL and other regulatory bodies are routinely presented with such fait accompli” situations Madhusudhan and Bindra, 2020). It took until November 2020 for the fire to be controlled, but the impacts were being felt by the villages well into 2021 (Mondal, 2021). Recent reports indicate that the biodiversity loss from the blowout could take at least a decade to recover (Goswami and Ghosh, 2021).

Post-Covid-19 Economic Revival and Environmental Regulation

Months before the second wave hit India, India was celebrating its victory over the pandemic. The lockdown was lifted and the focus shifted to state level electoral politics and economic revival even as the vaccine production and vaccination of the population was ridden with challenges. Many countries in the world started implementing Covid-19 economic stimulus packages amidst the demands from environmental institutions to “build back better” (OECD, 2020; UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 2020). But India remained fixated with a V-shaped recovery.

In May 2020, the Union Finance Minister, Nirmala Sitaraman delivered a five-part presentation on a plan for economic revival through the government’s Atmanirbhar (self-reliance) Package. India’s first economic recovery proposal did not involve corporate bail outs at the scale of some Western countries and it failed to put money in the hands of the poor or provide for the needs of large sections of unemployed people. But the Central government pushed for more environmentally damaging mining and infrastructure projects as these were seen as a palliative for the economy. The Covid relief package rearticulated support for the expansion of airports, ports and highways and greater privatisation of the mining sector for which legal reforms were introduced in mid-March.

The March 2020 Mineral Laws (Amendment) Act, 2020 & Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Act, 2020 had already set the stage for the fresh auctions for 41 new coal blocks by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, in June 2020 (Ministry of Coal, 2020)\textsuperscript{57}. These amendments introduced the concept of “pre-embedded clearances,” allowing for automatic transfer of environment and forest clearances to new allottees of coal mines for two years. In March 2021, the government also enacted The Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulation) Amendment Act, 2021\textsuperscript{59} to encourage commercial mining by removing restrictions on specifying the end use of mined ore (Grover, 2021)\textsuperscript{60}. It also allowed the Central government to intervene and auction mines if “state governments face challenges in conducting auction or fail to conduct it”. The Act also sought to ease transfer of mines from old owners to the new successful bidders, with an assurance to address legacy issues including that of taxation, stamp duties, etc (Mishra, 2021)\textsuperscript{61}. India’s push for new coal projects through these amendments and justification for the economic recovery would result in more carbon emissions.

In August 2020, the Ministry of Road Transport and Highways issued a press release to announce that the Covid-19 outbreak had not slowed down highway expansion. In fact the National Highway Authority of India (NHAI) would exceed its target for construction of 4500 km of highways during 2020-21. The press release stated, “Despite challenges due to the outbreak of the novel coronavirus pandemic, the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has awarded highest length of projects during FY 2020-21 till date as compared to the projects awarded during same period in last three years.” 26 new projects of 744 km length were awarded with the capital cost of “over Rs 31,000 crore, which includes cost of civil construction, land acquisition, and other pre-construction activities” (Ministry of Road Transport & Highways. 2020)\textsuperscript{62}.

These announcements established that the Central government would continue to focus on opening up new and greenfield areas for mining and related infrastructure expansion.

In 2021, the Central government’s economic revival plans involved the takeover of India’s most ecologically fragile coastal and island ecosystems, in particular the Lakshadweep and Andaman and Nicobar group of Islands. Plans for tourism and port infrastructure in the two islands had been envisioned even prior to the Covid-19 pandemic. Niti Aayog, India’s highest planning body, had released a Vision Document back in May 2019 for ‘Transforming the Islands with Creativity and Innovation’. The vision document build the justification for the creation of Exclusive Economic Zones, deep sea mining, trans-shipment terminals and tourism (Niti Ayog, 2019)\textsuperscript{63}. During the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic the implementation of this vision was delayed.

\textsuperscript{58} Ministry of Mines Order No.16/4/2020-M.VI dated June 3, 2020
\textsuperscript{62} Ministry of Road Transport & Highways. 2020. NHAI awarded Highest Length of Projects during FY 20-21 till date as compared to last three years during the same period , accessed from https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1650030 on July 7, 2021
The big push for these proposals came once again through the announcements in the 2021 Budget. Infrastructure projects, in particular national highways and ports, were the important focus of this budget. The budget offered to spend big on infrastructure which spans across roads, power generation, bridges, ports & so on (Kumar, 2021). Several of these projects were justified for the creation of livelihoods for coastal communities (Chandrababu, 2021).

In the last quarter of 2020, the NITI Aayog, issued a request for proposals (RfP) to select a technical consultant to prepare a Master Plan for “holistic development of Great Nicobar Island” (Press Trust of India, 2020c). In the first half of 2021 news about the “Rs 75,000 crore plan that includes an international container trans shipment terminal, a greenfield international airport, a power plant and a township complex” (Sekhsaria, 2021a) emerged. Before that in early January 2021, the Standing Committee of the National Board for Wildlife (NBWL) “denotified the entire Galathea Bay Wildlife Sanctuary to allow for the port there” (Sekhsaria, 2021b).

By mid 2021 the environment ministry had started receiving proposals to grant environment coastal regulation zone and wildlife related approvals for “luxury tents and resorts on some islands; two water aerodrome projects in Shaheed and Swaraj islands (formerly Neil and Havelock islands, respectively); two major township and area development projects on the Great Nicobar Island and Little Andaman, one of which is also likely to involve denotification of a tribal reserve” (Nandi, 2021a).

During the peak of the second wave, the Central government announced several administrative measures “for large-scale beachside tourism and infrastructure development” in the Lakshadweep Archipalego (Shaji, 2021). This included the controversial draft Lakshadweep Development Authority Regulation 2021 (LDAR), which gave the newly appointed administrator of the Union

---

70 MINUTES OF 61st MEETING OF THE STANDING COMMITTEE OF NATIONAL BOARD FOR WILD LIFE HELD ON 18th FEBRUARY, 2021 http://forestsclearance.nic.in/writereaddata/Order_and_Release/3119125812141Minutes61stSCNBWL.pdf on January 9, 2022
71 Shaji, K.A. 2021. The development plan that could end up sinking Lakshadweep islands, accessed from https://india.mongabay.com/2021/06/the-development-plan-that-could-end-up-sinking-lakshadweep-islands/
Territory powers to acquire land and remove or relocate islanders from their property for town planning or development purposes. This led to local protests by the Islanders, demanding the removal of the newly appointed administrator and the withdrawal of the draft LDAR (Unnithan, 2021).

Environmental regulatory changes to approve these projects at a greater pace and scale were a necessary part of this plan. The regulatory apparatus for project approvals was set up to conduct virtual meetings and Covid-defined protocols were already in place for carrying out approval linked public hearings. At the Central level the expert committees met routinely and approved projects in every meeting (Dutta, 2021) (Nandi, 2021b).

The Central government also continued with the process of overhauling environment law reforms and introduced fresh proposals. Some of these included:

- Review of Draft Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) Notification 2020: The ministry appointed NEERI-CSIR to review the two million comments received for the draft EIA, 2020. While the ministry held back the issuance of the final notification, office memorandums and circulars were routinely issued to introduce changes to the environment clearance regime.


- Amendments to the Indian Forest Act: In April 2021, the ministry issued an Office Memorandum inviting proposals for the amendment of the Indian Forest Act, 1927 (Nandi, 2021c). This law governs the reservation and protection of forest lands by forest departments and regulates the collection, use and transit of forest produce.

The effects of the breakdown of institutional response to manage environment impacts continued to show. The Covid-19 protocols designed to facilitate unhindered functioning of economic sectors without any attention to environmental monitoring and mitigation resulted in serious local conflicts.

• In Odisha there were major street protests against unregulated transportation of minerals and inter-State movement of trucks through village roads. The inability of district authorities and pollution control boards restraint incessant dust from transportation led to violent protests (Menon, 2021) 77.

• Adivasi communities in Gujarat took to the streets to protest at a public hearing being organised as part of the environment clearance process world’s biggest zinc smelter complex in Tapi, Gujarat. According to news reports the project affected people demanded that the public hearing be deferred/postponed (Times News Network, 2021 78. Officials incharge of the public hearing told the media that they had planned to “take complaints from 200 people at a time due to Covid protocols However, those who came first and made submissions did not leave. This caused the crowds to swell ” (Express News Service, 2021)79.

• In Karnataka, hundreds of fishermen jumped into the sea demanding that the construction of a port-linked road be stopped (Express News Service, 2021)80. The fisherfolk had written to the district administration that demolition activity not be undertaken in the light of the Covid19 pandemic and also the pendency of court proceedings related to environmental approvals.

Section 3: Recommendations for a post-Covid environmental regulation

India’s economic growth policies have been based on large-scale resource grabs, lowering environmental regulatory standards for projects and condoning their environmental violations, increasing economic and social inequality and putting poor people, especially natural resource dependent people, workers and children at risk to the impacts of environmental degradation and climate change. The environmental regulatory framework has come undone through years of political posturing on environmental matters while prioritizing natural resource extraction for private capitalist growth. But the Covid pandemic has just shown us all that environmental and health protection for all is in private and public interest. Ecologists have argued that the modern world has invited this covid pandemic with its nature damaging policies and that we have not seen the last of these. They have also warned that the singular focus on vaccination to protect humanity from pandemics is like “treating the symptoms without addressing the underlying cause” (Tollefson 2020) 81. We may all not agree that environmental degradation was responsible for the pandemic and therefore the need of the hour is to restore nature. But many may agree

77 Menon, Meena. 2021. A “do or die” agitation against coal pollution in Odisha, accessed from https://india.mongabay.com/2021/05/a-do-or-die-agitation-against-coal-pollution-in-odisha/ on January 9, 2022
80 Express News Service, 2021
81 Tollefson, Jeff. 2020. Why deforestation and extinctions make pandemics more likely accessed from https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02341-1 on January 9, 2022
with Professor Bruno Latour that this frightening form of nature is already within us and therefore we can only manage our present condition. Irrespective of what approach we take to guard ourselves and be prepared against future pandemics, a different approach to environmental regulation would be helpful towards this effort.

To make our environmental response matter to this threat of pandemics that we face as humanity, it is necessary to reorient environmental regulations to the objectives of public health and safety rather than to more economic growth. Until now, environmental laws and policies may have given some consideration to economic livelihoods that are based on natural resources but the role of environmental regulations in actively preventing death and disease and in enhancing public health and safety is largely ignored. This has resulted in huge numbers of industrial and mining accidents, man-made disasters and chronic illnesses such as cancers and respiratory diseases and deaths among certain sections of the population. These were accepted as the costs of development and economic growth. Now, having experienced the health and economic catastrophe of the pandemic at a global scale, it would be sensible to not overlook the potential of environmental regulation to protect public health and to prevent making populations already exposed to the covid pandemic more vulnerable due to air pollution and other forms of environmental degradation. If forest conservation, coastal and marine regulation, infrastructure expansions and land use changes are to be measured against these metrics, we could expect different forms of impact assessments and regulatory decisions.

Environmental regulations can play a major role in reducing and preventing more deforestation, habitat fragmentation and rapid land use change. Regulatory decisions could not only help us move away from development projects that result in these forms of environmental impacts but new regulatory procedures could also establish the significance of setting up of long-term conservation projects with environmental justice as the organizing principle.

These regulations need to be mainstreamed into economic sectors to ensure that society’s needs of affordable housing, water, sanitation and food are met with by enhancing natural ecologies rather than disrupting them. India’s development effects has been extremely lopsided as it has taken resources from rural, forest dependent and urban worker communities and provided them to a small section of caste and class privileged Indians. As a result we have not only lost precious natural resources but also widened the gap between the rich and poor. Social and economic inequality is a huge threat in itself to the wellbeing of our society. It is necessary now more than ever to design environmental and other sectoral policies and processes that reduce inequality in material terms.

The progressive policy principles of transparency and public participation have nearly disappeared from environmental regulations in the last two decades. This is despite a growing interest among affected communities to engage with regulatory processes to influence decisions and obtain

82 The National Environment Policy, 2006 states “that while conservation of environmental resources is necessary to secure livelihoods and well-being of all, the most secure basis for conservation is to ensure that people dependent on particular resources obtain better livelihoods from the fact of conservation, than from degradation of the resource”.
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remedies for project impacts. During the covid pandemic too, when public participation was nearly impossible, there were a number of mobilisations through social media to demand better environmental policies and resist the dilution of environmental standards to accommodate the central government’s economic plans. The mobilisation of 2 million responses to the draft EIA 2020 is symbolic of the heightened public sentiment in favour of environmental issues in the context of the covid pandemic and climate change. Environmental regulations need to provide ample opportunities for deliberative processes and public participation so that ecologists, health professionals, scientists and economists can ideally work together to confront environmental threats like pandemics.

The Covid pandemic and its impacts on human systems and institutions should be seen as a wake up call to governments, environmental institutions and civil society that we cannot unreflexively go back to old positions or demands. While there was plenty wrong with India’s environmental regulations even before covid, the new norms and procedures that we set up to respond to future threats should prioritise planetary wellbeing over economic growth (Table 4 and Table 5). This requires us to build deeper connections between environmental sustainability principles and democratic institutions of governance.

**Table 4: Key changes to the Environment, Forest, Wildlife Clearance and Pollution consent procedures between March 2020-December 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment Clearance (EC)</th>
<th>Forest Clearance (FC)</th>
<th>Pollution Consents (CTO)</th>
<th>Wildlife Clearance (WC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.3.2020 [EC] Extension of validity of ECs expiring between 15 March-30 April extended till June 30, 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.3.2020 [EC] and 31.3.2020 [FC] Amendment to allowing for new mine owners to apply for environment clearance within two years. No time frame specified for grant of EC. This amendment was introduced to align with concept of “Pre-embedded clearances” introduced through Mineral Laws (Amendment) Act, 2020. The amendment also allows already mined out material to be evacuated and transported by previous lease owner, and will not be part of the mine capacity of new bidder.</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.3.2020: Several pollution control boards including Punjab, Odisha, Karnataka ?? gave three month extension to industries to whose pollution related Consent to Operate were expiring in end March 2020</td>
<td>No specific legal changes or procedural reforms. However, several proposals for the denotification of wild life sanctuaries and national parks protected were denotified or under consideration for denotification as (ref ???) . These proposals were linked with projects in the A&amp;N islands, etc etc.??</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Environment Clearance (EC)</th>
<th>Forest Clearance (FC)</th>
<th>Pollution Consents (CTO)</th>
<th>Wildlife Clearance (WC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 2020</td>
<td>29.4.2021 Office Memorandum (OM) on the reconciliation of &quot;Pre-embedded clearances&quot; for EC and FC with mining law amendments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2020</td>
<td>14.5.2020: OM allowing for change of calendar plan for mining (coal and non-coal) activity based on previous which EC. No fresh EC required for change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.5.2020 Amendment to the Environment Protection Rules, 1986 related to washing of coal. The MoEFCC replaced the January 2014 notification that required TPPs to use of coal that has less than 34% ash content. TPP were allowed to use low-grade Indian coal that produces more fly ash. But, TPPs will have to comply with emission norms, fly ash utilisation norms and use transportation with safeguards or means that are less polluting.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2020</td>
<td>16.6.2020: Launch of Single Window clearance portal of EC, FC, CTE/CTO applications for “transparent, technology driven &amp; non-intrusive monitoring system”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2020</td>
<td>27.7.2020: Exemption from compensatory afforestation for laying of underground Optical Fiber Cables (OFC), telephone lines, drinking water supply pipelines, electricity cables, CNG/PNG and Slurry pipelines within the RoW of existing roads (with conditions)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.8.2020 MoEFCC agrees to the request of Ministry of Mines for lump sum payment of NPV by the user agency up to March 31, 2021 or within two months from the time COVID pandemic ends, whichever is earlier.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Environment Clearance (EC)</td>
<td>Forest Clearance (FC)</td>
<td>Pollution Consents (CTO)</td>
<td>Wildlife Clearance (WC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2020</td>
<td>12.8.2020: Central Government power to reject FC proposal if response to additional information not received within 90 days</td>
<td>18.8.2020: MoEFCC allows for dispensation of Compensatory Afforestation (CA) land on double the degraded forest land instead of equivalent non-forest land for the National Highways projects irrespective of the User Agency. This is for Central Sector Projects where the project is owned, developed and maintained by Central Government but the execution is carried out by a state agency.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2020</td>
<td>14.9.2020: OM on public hearing protocol during Covid (more than one PH with ceiling of 100 people, use of virtual platforms)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2020</td>
<td>11.11.2020: OM allows TPPs to change source of coal without an amendment to the EC</td>
<td>12.11.2020: OM clarifies that if PH for a project is exempt as per EIA Notification, no additional Public Hearing in cases where project is in violation of EIA notification, 2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Key changes to the Environment, Forest, Wildlife Clearance and Pollution consent procedures between January 2021-June 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Environment and CRZ/IPZ Clearance (EC)</th>
<th>Forest Clearance (FC)</th>
<th>Pollution Consents (CTO)</th>
<th>Wildlife Clearance (WC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 2021</td>
<td>28.1.2021: Expansion of distillery units for production of Ethanol intended for blending with petrol to be considered as B2 projects (no EIA or public hearing) provided there is a certificate from any competent authority certifying this end use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| February 2021 | 16.2.2021: OM no additional Public Hearing for “legacy cases” mining projects where EC was granted for 5 years under EIA 1994  
19.2.2021: OM laying out procedure for dealing with violations arising due to not obtaining a prior CRZ clearance for permissible activities. Application for post facto approval to be made to the MoEFCC along with a the assessment and recommendation of the State Coastal Zone Management Authority |                                      |                          |                         |
| March 2021  | 2.3.2021: Amendment to EIA notification granting exemption from EC for a project where there is a change in change in product mix/ capacity and where the project proponent can self certify that there will be “no increase in pollution load” | 22.3.2021 State governments cannot impose additional conditions after Stage I (in principle) FC by central government |                          |                         |
| April 2021  | 1.4.2021: Amendment to Environment Protection Rules related to compliance of TPPs with emission standards. Timelines for compliance expended timeline extended till 2022 for TPPs within 10km from NCR or non-attainment cities with population of 10 lakhs+. Extension till 2023 for TPPs in “non attainment” cities and within 10 km of critically polluted areas) or December 2024 for others.  
22.4.2021: Draft Flyash Utilisation Notification opened for public comments. The modifications include allowance to TPPs to dispose flyash upto 300 km. Time frame to address “Legacy” flyash concerns within 10 years. Introduction of a new system of fines to be collected by the CPCB and used for environment restoration in case of violations. |                          |                          |                         |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment and CRZ/IPZ Clearance (EC)</th>
<th>Forest Clearance (FC)</th>
<th>Pollution Consents (CTO)</th>
<th>Wildlife Clearance (WC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2021</td>
<td>10.5.2021: Guidelines to Regional Offices to expedite forest clearances for “critical infrastructure projects” LWE districts and those related to defence and security in border areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2021</td>
<td>9.6.2021: Inclusion of a central government institution for approving the extraction of sand from ICRZB areas in Lakshwadeep and A&amp;N Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>